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Colorado …
Sans Skis
From snowshoeing and dog sled
rides to hot springs and hikes, there’s
more to the Rockies than slopes
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h, cool. Do you ski?”
That’s what people
in my adoptive city of
Chicago invariably ask
me when they find out
I’m from Colorado. In
response, I sheepishly confess that the
last time I was on skis was in the
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first grade, when my parents left
my cousin and me at ski school
during a family vacation to
Steamboat Springs. I don’t know
if it was the feeling of abandonment or the lack of feeling in my
toes, but I spent the day in tears
and haven’t worn skis since.
“Is that why you moved?”
people sometimes jest, pointing
out the treason I’ve committed
against my Rocky Mountain
heritage. “Did they kick you out?”
Luxury travel consultant
Lindsey Epperly can relate to my
embarrassment. She and her
parents visited Colorado from
Georgia for the first time in 2011,
excited to try skiing.
“My mom loves seeing snow,
so we decided to plan a snow trip
to see if we could ski — which
apparently is a lot harder than
it looks,” says Epperly, owner of
Atlanta-based Epperly Travel.
“We were horrible and spent the
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whole time falling down. Clearly,
we were not meant to ski. So
we decided to try some other
activities, like snowmobiling.”
The Epperlys — who now take
annual “we-don’t-ski” trips to
popular destinations like Vail and
Aspen — discovered what I’ve
known since childhood: There’s
more to do on a winter trip to
Colorado than ski.
“One of the big misnomers
about Colorado is that the whole
state is (skiing),” says Colorado

Tourism Office spokesperson Carly Holbrook.
“There’s tons to do for people who don’t want to ski,
but still want to enjoy that snowy, wintry mountain
environment.”
Instead of skiing, try snowshoeing, suggests
adventure travel blogger Brad Nierenberg of Denver,
whose sister snowshoes during family trips to Vail
while he skis and snowboards.
“It’s a great workout and a lot of fun,” says
Nierenberg, who suggests Vail Mountain’s Nature
Discovery Center (walkingmountains.org), which
offers free snowshoeing tours of the surrounding
forest. Winter trips start in December.
Although most winter sports involve going
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If you don’t
want to ski,
Colorado also
offers horsedrawn sleigh
rides and ice
climbing.

